Dual-mode has arrived
SEAMLESS COVERAGE, TRACKING AND COMMUNICATION FOR YOUR GROUND OR AIR
MISSION CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS.
The G4C provides global, real-time tracking and two-way messaging in an all-in-one device, utilizing Iridium and
cellular data communication.
The G4C automatically determines the best available network connection between the Iridium satellite network
and the cellular high-speed data network. Text messages are sent and received in real-time and viewed via any
smartphone or tablet equipped with our Guardian Connect App. The G4C is an AFF (Automated Flight Following)
certified solution. Example applications include forest fire fighting, ambulance tracking, and remote area mineral/oil/
gas prospecting.

Dual network mode (Iridium & cellular)
Never lose coverage, from urban canyons to remote
areas. Intelligent switching between networks provides
seamless coverage.
Simplified billing
One invoice for both networks. Accounting made easy.
GMI Connect App
G4C Bluetooth connectivity with any smart device for
two-way text messaging & Mark Position. Text comms
with dispatch, free-form text, and editable pre-formed
message options.

SilverEye aviation mapping
Accessible from any web browser, multiple
maps and overlays, 2-way text comms, alert and I/O
event forwarding, logging, view air and ground assets on
one map.
Tracking - AFF certified
High accuracy using the cellular network, up to 10
second GPS position updates.
Updates for your G4C
Update your G4 in the field and update the configuration
Over The Air (OTA), no need to return to factory.

Integrated non-battery back-up power
Automatic last GPS position message after power
shutdown.

Over the Air (OTA) FDMS logs
Send flight data maintenance system log files per flight,
OTA via the cellular network.

Built-in sensors
Temperature, Gyroscopes, rapid descent detection, etc.

Iridium NEXT
Latest 9603N modem compatible with Iridium next
generation satellite constellation.
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